360° PERFORMANCE
MADE IN GERMANY.

J/HZ SUPER-
POLISH:
FLEXIBLE.
FAST.
DURABLE.

Always the right choice:
Designed to meet the needs of our worsted yarn customers, the J and HZ SuperPolish high-quality travellers from R+F achieve outstanding spinning results. A long service life combined with constant yarn quality guarantee the highest possible levels of quality. Suitable for universal use with all spinning processes, raw materials, yarn qualities and yarn counts.

The J/HZ SuperPolish high-quality travellers are optimised for conical and vertical spinning rings. Manufactured from steel wire developed specially for the textile industry, with optimised hardness and polish, and with a bending precision that has been constantly enhanced by R+F, these ring travellers offer outstanding running characteristics in demanding worsted spinning processes.

360° R+F Performance

Suitability for sensitive yarns
Yarn friction at yarn passage
Yarn quality consistency
Traveller wear
Traveller lifetime
Yarn break rate
Spindle speed

Variants of the travellers: Clip, MAG (magazined), BAG or loose execution. Quantity depending on the ISO weight of the travellers.

Contact your R+F representative for further information and technical specifications or any R+F innovations.